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Investigation of Multi-Channel in Photonic Crystal Circuits
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Abstract: Among various photonic crystal devices, ultra compact channel drop filters based on resonance
coupling between waveguide modes of line defects and cavity modes of point defects have attracted
researchers attention due to the substantial demand in wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical
communication systems. We will investigate the properties of resonant modes which arise from the introduction
of local defects in two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystals and will show that the properties of these modes can
be controlled by simply changing the nature and the size of the defects. The time, polarization, symmetry and
distribution  of  the  resonance  modes will be computed by solving Maxwell’s equations in the time domain.
The  results of  the  theoretical modeling have been applied to design a 2D PC-based five-channel drop filter
with a simple structure. The performance of the designed filter has been simulated using the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS

Channel  drop  filter  plays a key role in the In an isotropic source-free medium, the time-
integration of photonic circuits. It is used in the area of dependent Maxwell’s equations can be written in the
optical communication and sensor systems. Various following form, [3]:
functional elements,  such  as,  multiplexers,  switches
and directional  coupler  can be realized by channel drop (1)
filters.

A range of energies which the photonic crystal does
not allow photons to propagate, regardless of their (2)
direction and polarization is called a complete photonic
band gap (PBG) [1]. If a defect is introduced to a perfect
photonic crystal, a mode (or group of modes) may be where (r), µ(r) and (r) are the position dependent
appeared at a frequency (or several frequencies) within permittivity, permeability and conductivity of the material,
the PBG [2]. respectively. In a two-dimensional case, the fields can be

In this paper, the numerical methods for analysis and decoupled into two transversely polarized modes, of |TE|
simulation of photonic crystals are reviewed. The wave and |TM|. The equations can be discretized in space and
propagation in photonic crystal cavities, waveguides and time by a so-called Yee-cell algorithm. The following
several  channel  add-drop  filters are simulated by the FDTD time stepping formulas are the spatial and time
two-dimensional (2D) finite difference time-domain discretizations of Eqs. (1) and (2) on a discrete two-
(FDTD) method. The analysis areas are surrounded by the dimensional mesh within the x-y coordinate system for the
perfectly matched layer (PML) to simulate the unlimited TM polarization; while the propagation is in the z-
analysis boundaries. direction
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(3) Band Gap of 2D-PC: The photonic crystal under study

(4) where  a is the lattice constant and a refractive index of

(5) large photonic band gap for the TM polarization between

where the superscript n denotes the discrete time step, perfect array of rods. The defect can posses any shape or
subscript  i and j denote the discretized grid point in the size; it can be made by changing the refractive index of a
x-y plane, respectively. t  is  the  time  increment  and x rod, modifying its radius, or removing a rod altogether.
and y are the intervals between two neighboring grid The defect could also be made by changing the index or
points along the x and y directions, respectively. Similar the radius of several rods. Here we modify the radius of a
equations for the TE polarization can be easily obtained. single rod. The modes in the crystal are derived using a

Special consideration should be given to the super cell approximation, which consists of placing a large
boundary of the finite computational domain, where the crystal with a defect into a super cell and repeating it
fields are updated using special boundary conditions, as periodically in space. The considered super cell crystal
information out of the domain is not available. Here, we contains 7×7 rows. We begin with a perfect crystal, where
use  the perfectly  matched  layer  (PML) for the every rod has a radius of 0.2a and gradually reduce the
boundary  treatment.  In  the  PML, the electric or radius of a single rod. Initially, the perturbation is too
magnetic field components are split into two small to localize a mode in the crystal. When the radius
subcomponents (i.e. E  = E  + E ) reaches 0.15a, a resonant mode appears in the vicinity ofz zx zy

In the TM polarization, losses are assigned to the the defect. Since the defect involves removing dielectric
individual split field components, the effect of which is material in the crystal, the mode appears at a frequency
creating an absorbing medium adjacent to the outer FDTD close to the lower edge of the band gap. As the radius of
mesh boundaries. The interface between the PML and the the rod is further reduced, the frequency of the resonance
FDTD mesh is refiections for all frequencies, polarizations mode sweeps upward across the gap and eventually
and angles of incidence. The FDTD technique can be reaches f=0.38c/a when the rod is completely removed.
applied directly for the numerical implementation of the Figure 2 depicts the frequency of the mode for several
fields inside the PML without any special treatment. If all values of the rod radius. The frequency of the mode can
the necessary information at each space grid point, such be tuned by simply adjusting the size of the rod.
as the permittivity, permeability, conductivity and the The electric field distribution of the resonance mode
initial distribution of the fields are known, the time is shown in Fig. 3(a) for the specific case which defect rod
evolution of the fields can be obtained by the discretized the radius is to 0.10a. The electric field is polarized along
FDTD time-stepping formulas. Therefore, this method can the axis of the rods and decays rapidly away from the
be easily applied to any form of inclusions, dielectric defect. Since the field does not have a node in the
and/or metallic. The FDTD time-stepping formulas are azimuthally direction, it is labeled a monopole. Instead of
numerically stable if the courant’s condition is satisfied reducing the size of a rod, it would also have been
[4]: possible to increase its size. Again, starting from a perfect

(6) rod. When the radius reaches 0.25a, one doubly

where c is the speed of the light in vacuum. downward  across  the  gap  as  the   radius    increases.

consists of a perfect array of infinitely long dielectric rods
arranged in a square lattice. Each rod has a radius of 0.20a,

3.4, which is related to Si(Silicon). We investigated the
propagation of electromagnetic fields in the plane normal
to the rods. Since the rods have translational symmetry
along their axes, the waves can be decoupled into two
transversely polarized modes, of TE and TM. There is a

frequencies of 0.29 (2 c/a) and 0.42 (2 c/a), as depicted
in Fig. 1.

PC Defect Modes: A defect is now introduced into the

photonic crystal, we gradually increase the radius of a

degenerate modes appear at the top of the gap. Since the
defect involves adding material, the modes sweep
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Basic properties of a perfect crystal and its band structure; (a): Original lattice, 1st (irreducible) Brillouin zone,

lattice constant and material properties. (b): Band diagram for TM and TE polarizations. Band gaps exist only for
TE polarization (gray areas).

(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Frequency of the defect states in an array of dielectric rods with radius 0.20a. The defect is introduced by

changing the radius R of a single rod. The case where R=0.20a corresponds to a perfect array, while the case of
R=0 corresponds to the removal of a rod. The shaded regions indicate the edges of the band gap.

Fig. 3: The electric field distributions of the defect modes for a square array of dielectric rods in the air  . (a) Monopole,
R=0.10a (b) Doubly degenerate dipoles, R=0.33a. (c) monopole, R=0.60a  (d) Second-order,  R=0.60a.  and (e) Doubly
degenerate hexapoles, R=0.60a. 

Fig. 4: Electric-field distribution of TE line defect modes  appear  at the top of the gap: first a quadruple,
(waveguide). then another  (no  degenerate)  quadruple, followed by a

The modes eventually disappear into the continuum
below the gap when the radius becomes larger than 0.40a
(Fig 2). The field distribution of  the  one  doubly
degenerate mode is shown in Figs 3(b) for the case where
R= 0.33a. The modes are labeled dipoles since they have
two nodes in the plane. By increasing the radius further,
a large number of resonant modes can be created in the
vicinity of the defect. This is shown again in Fig 2. Several
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Fig. 5: (a) Schematic view of the proposed 5 channel drop save the device area. Simulation of the transmission
filter, where channels are located on both sides of specter from the bus to each drop waveguide is plotted in
the bus waveguide the bus waveguide is Fig. 5(b). When a resonator is directly coupled to the
terminated with another channel, in order to use bus/drop waveguide, resonant transmission of 100% is
the space more efficiently. The dielectric constant naturally obtained [8]. The channel at the end of the bus
of all rods is 11.56. (b) Transmission spectrum of waveguide works as a reflector for the other channels.
the proposed filter, which has been calculated In order to use the space more efficiently and make
using the 2D-FDTD method. the device compact, channel drop filters are placed on

second-order monopole and two doubly degenerate hexa placed on both sides of the bus waveguide. Channel drop
poles. These modes also sweep downward across the gap efficiencies higher than 96% wave have been achieved in
as the defect is increased. The modes are shown in Figs all channels. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the field
3(c)–3(d) and 3(e) for the case which R = 0.60a. distributions at the resonance frequencies of the drop

A line defect within a photonic crystal can guide filters at port C (with defect radius of r = 0.065a) and port
photons through the system. If the frequency of light lies B (with defect of r=0.08a), respectively.
within the PBG, it will be confined to the defect line, since
propagation is forbidden through the rest of the photonic CONCLUSION
crystal. The advantage of such a system compared to the
conventional optic- al fibers or waveguides is that in this In this paper, a channel drop filter, an important
case the light confinement does not rely on total internal component in the optical wavelength division multiplexing
reflection. (WDM) systems in a two dimensional photonic crystal

Five Channel Drop Filter: The schematic view of our defect cavities near a two dimensional photonic crystal
proposed  five-channel  drop  filter  is demonstrated in the structure which can be used for the trapping and
Fig.  5(a).   The  numerical  and  the  bus  waveguide  are emission  of  photons  and  perform  as a five channel

Fig. 6: (a) The wave propagation at the resonant
frequency (f=0.3582c/a) of the drop filters at port
C (r=0.065a) and (b) (f=0.3458c/a) of the drop filter
at port B (r=0.08a).

terminated with another channel drop filter composed of
a directly coupled resonator rather than the closed end to

both sides of the bus waveguide, channel drop filters are

has been proposed. Line defect waveguide and point
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drop  filter.  also  Based on the theoretical modeling, a 3. Noda, S., B.S. Song, Y. Akahane and T. Asano, 2004.
five-channel drop filter with a simple structure has been “In plane hetero photonic crystals,” in Technical
designed. Digest of international Symposium on Photonic and

The performance of the designed filter has been Electronic Crystal Structures V, (Kyoto, Japan, 2004),
demonstrated by using the 2D FDTD method. It has been pp: 86.
shown that for all channels in the designed filter, channel 4. Kee,  C.S.,  D.H.  Cho,  J.H.  Jung,  I.  Park,  H.  Lim,
drop efficiencies higher than 96% have been achieved. In S.G.  Lee  and  H.  Han,  2003.  “Photonic crystal
practical filters, the proposed structure should be realized multi-channel add/drop filters,” in Abstract book of
in different forms, such as PC slabs, in which vertical MRS 2003 Spring meeting.  (SanFrancisco,  Calif,
confinement is provided and 3D calculation is required for 2003), pp: 64.
design. In such practical structures, performance of the 5. Moghimi,  M.,   S.   Mirzakuchaki,   N.     Granpayeh,
channel drop filter will be degraded by imperfect vertical N. Nozhat and G.H. Darvish, 2012. “Modification of
confinement. photonic  crystals  for  obtaining  common  band

The theoretical modeling presented can be easily gaps for  TE  and  TM  waves,”  Canadian  J.  Phys.,
extended for the practical structures by including the 90(2): 175-180.
vertical loss of the resonators. 6. Taflove, A., 1995. Computational  Electrodynamics:
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